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Manager’s Investment Report  

Investment Objective and Policy 
This Fund aims to deliver both an income return and capital growth.  

The Manager will aim to identify a combination of investments that 
allow the payment of a regular income, while maintaining a focus on 
capital preservation. 

The Fund invests in a broad range of UK and overseas companies’ 
shares, fixed interest securities, cash and other assets including those 
giving indirect exposure to commodities and property. The Fund will 
have a bias towards fixed interest securities and up to 35% of the 
Fund’s property will have an exposure to shares. 

Exposure to these asset classes will be achieved usually through 
investment in collective investment schemes but may also be achieved 
by investing directly in shares, fixed interest securities, cash, near cash, 
deposits and money market instruments as well as collective investment 
schemes. At times the Fund may be fully invested in collective 
investment schemes only or direct investments only. The collective 
investment schemes invested in include index-tracking or  
actively-managed funds managed by Legal & General. The Fund will 
use derivatives for efficient portfolio management purposes only. 

Manager’s Investment Report 
During the period under review, the price of the Fund’s I-Class 
accumulation units rose by 2.44%. The Fund over-performed its peer 
group as funds within the Investment Association Mixed Investment  
0-35% Sector delivered a mean (average) return of 2.26% (Source: 
Lipper Hindsight). 

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
The value of investments and any income from them may go 
down as well as up. 
Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas 
investments to rise or fall. 

Market/Economic Review  
Equity markets have made significant gains over the last six months, 
reflecting a steady improvement in global economic indicators and 
growing optimism amongst investors for prospects in 2017. The US 
presidential election was the focus of attention at the beginning of the 
review period and Donald Trump’s unexpected victory led investors to 
discount the prospect of fiscal stimulus in the form of increased 
infrastructure spending and tax cuts. Although the strengthening Dollar 
remains a significant impediment for revenue growth, the latest 
quarterly earnings season in the US has been broadly encouraging with 
results from leading technology stocks exceeding forecasts. In the UK, 
smaller companies outperformed both mid-cap stocks and  
globally-focused large caps as indicators suggested the domestic 
economy has weathered the EU referendum result well. Following the 
US election, the Dollar rebounded sharply against the Yen, which 
provided a significant boost for Japan’s major exporting companies. In 
Europe, corporate results have highlighted improving earnings 
momentum with expectations for 2017 being revised higher.  
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Manager’s Investment Report continued 

The smaller Asia Pacific and global emerging markets gained ground 
with commodity prices recovering strongly as Chinese economic 
indicators improved. 

Bond markets posted a loss over the last six months, as investors began 
to discount an end to the low growth, low inflation environment that 
has prevailed since the global financial crisis. While bond markets had 
anticipated a rise in US interest rates in December, the Federal Reserve 
surprised investors with more hawkish guidance (in favour of 
maintaining high interest rates in an effort to reduce inflation) on 
monetary policy, signalling a further three rate hikes in 2017 and 
following through in their March meeting. The Bank of Japan’s negative 
interest rate policy, and its recent announcement that it will intervene if 
necessary to keep the yield on benchmark 10-year bonds at around 0%, 
underpinned Japanese government bonds. Gilts recorded a loss as 
consumer price inflation rose above its 2% target. Although the impact 
of Sterling’s depreciation after last year’s EU referendum result has 
raised expectations that UK inflation will accelerate over 2017, the 
weakness of the conventional gilt market affected index-linked 
securities. While Sterling-denominated corporate bonds have received a 
boost from the Bank of England’s decision to include high-quality 
credit in its quantitative easing programme, investment grade bonds lost 
ground as investors priced in higher inflation. 
Fund Review  
The Fund produced a positive return over the review period, slightly 
outperforming its comparative sector. Risk assets performed well 
against the backdrop of positive global economic data with equities 
outperforming bonds. Volatility also remained low as investors 
perceived (rightly or wrongly) that political and policy risks have 
subsided and are now relatively contained. 

UK government and corporate bonds performed well as gilt yields 
declined. Equities contributed positively to returns as well as our 
exposure to emerging market debt and high yield bonds, an asset class 
in which we are generally overweight. Despite a difficult first few 
months for emerging market assets following President Trump’s 
election, investor sentiment greatly improved over the first quarter of 
2017. 

We increased our exposure to global inflation-linked bonds, to help 
protect the Fund against a more inflationary environment, potentially 
driven by Trump’s fiscal stimulus in the US. 

We opened a new position in Portuguese debt as the yield opportunity 
was particularly attractive for income orientated investors. Further 
income opportunities were identified in European infrastructure and US 
REITs and following a period of outperformance, we took the decision 
to lower our exposure to gilts. 

Going forward, we are somewhat cautious on risk assets at the 
aggregate portfolio level, though quite willing to buy into assets with 
return potential from value, yield, or strong fundamentals. 
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Manager’s Investment Report continued 

Outlook 
We have a positive view on global growth and this typically should 
provide a tailwind to the performance of risk assets over the year ahead. 
However, we are wary that markets haven’t fully considered the 
medium-term headwinds to growth, or to the risks. The market 
enthusiasm behind President Trump’s proposed policies (tax cuts and 
infrastructure spending for example) may run out of steam if he can’t 
deliver, or indeed if he does deliver what the market believes to be the 
wrong policies. Furthermore, we have material political and economic 
risks to be wary of, including European politics in the short and 
medium term and Chinese debt levels over the longer term. We have 
therefore taken a more cautious view on certain asset classes whose 
recent performance reflects an extrapolation of stronger economic 
growth, in particular high yield debt and some of the more cyclical 
sectors. In our view, sectors which have lost favour amongst investors, 
such as energy and infrastructure, offer better opportunities. 
 
Legal & General Investment Management Limited 
(Investment Adviser) 
5 May 2017 
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Authorised Status 

Authorised Status 
This Fund is an Authorised Unit Trust Scheme as defined in section 
243 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and is a UCITS 
Retail Scheme within the meaning of the FCA Collective Investment 
Schemes sourcebook. 

Directors’ Statement 
We hereby certify that this Manager’s Report has been prepared in 
accordance with the requirements of the FCA Collective Investment 
Schemes sourcebook. 

 

A. J. C. Craven  S. D. Thomas 
(Director)  (Director) 

Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited 
17 May 2017 
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Portfolio Statement 

Portfolio Statement as at 30 April 2017 
All investments are in distribution units or ordinary shares unless 
otherwise stated. The percentages in brackets show the equivalent 
sector holdings at 30 October 2016. 

 Holding/  Market % of 
 Nominal  Value Net 
 Value Investment £ Assets 

  Funds Invested in Shares  
  — 9.95% (11.26%) 
 134,887 Legal & General European Index  
  Trust (I Class)† 372,018 1.42 
 784,033 Legal & General N Tracker  
  Trust (I Class)† 1,431,644 5.47 
 354,331 Legal & General UK Index  
  Trust (L Class)† 562,500 2.15 
 64,177 Legal & General US Index  
  Trust (I Class)† 239,508 0.91 
 ———————————————— 
   2,605,670 9.95 
 ———————————————— 
  Funds Invested in Interest Bearing  
  Securities — 74.24% (74.39%)   
 1,141,171 Legal & General All Stocks Gilt Index  
  Trust (L Class)† 1,423,039 5.44 
 2,256,623 Legal & General Emerging Markets 
  Government Bond (Local Currency) 
  Index Fund (L Class)†  1,363,564 5.21 
 3,455,958 Legal & General Emerging Markets 
  Government Bond (US$) Index 
  Fund (L Class)† 2,045,927 7.81 
 1,460,736 Legal & General Global Real Estate 
  Dividend Index Fund (L Class)† 892,510 3.41 
 5,239,441 Legal & General High Income  
  Trust (I Class)† 2,658,492 10.15 
 3,985,268 Legal & General Managed  
  Monthly Income Trust (I Class)† 2,633,465 10.06 
 3,798,310 Legal & General Short Dated  
  Sterling Corporate Bond Index Fund 
  (L Class)† 1,961,258 7.49 
 3,221,463 Legal & General Sterling Corporate  
  Bond Index Fund (L Class)† 1,833,979 7.01 
 3,821,318 LGIM Global Corporate  
  Bond Fund (B Class) Accumulation† 4,622,649 17.66 
 ———————————————— 
   19,434,883 74.24 
 ———————————————— 
  Equity Investment Instruments  
  — 0.00% (3.47%)   

  Non-equity Investment Instruments  
  — 9.33% (5.89%)   
 26,042 iShares Euro Stoxx Select Dividend 505,736 1.93 
 45,676 iShares Global Infrastructure 883,602 3.38 
 112,043 iShares FTSE UK Dividend 1,052,924 4.02 
 ———————————————— 
   2,442,262 9.33 
 ———————————————— 
  Government Bonds — 2.93% (3.97%)   
 €267,770 Portugal Obrigacoes do Tesouro  
  OT 4.95% 25/10/2023 ^ 258,235 0.99 
 $626,000 US Treasury Inflation Linked Bonds  
  0.625% 15/01/2026 507,390 1.94 
 ———————————————— 
   765,625 2.93 
 ———————————————— 
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Portfolio Statement continued 

 Holding/  Market % of 
 Nominal  Value Net 
 Value Investment £ Assets 

  FUTURES — 0.96% (-0.55%)   
 (4) LIFFE Long Gilt Index Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) (4,120) (0.02) 
 9 SFE 10 Year Treasury Bond Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) 12,002 0.05 
 10 Dow Jones US Real Estate Index  
  Future June (Expiry June 2017) 8,642 0.03 
 2 Euro STOXX 50 Index Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) 2,374 0.01 
 21 Euro STOXX 600 Index Futures  
  (Expiry June 2017) 9,225 0.04 
 3 FTSE 100 Index Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) (4,291) (0.02) 
 (1) AUD/USD Currency Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) 518 — 
 (4) EUR/USD Currency Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) (6,009) (0.02) 
 62 GBP/USD Currency Future  
  (Expiry June 2017) 234,104 0.89 
 ———————————————— 
   252,445 0.96 
 ———————————————— 
Portfolio of investments* 25,500,885 97.41 

Net other assets** 678,857 2.59 
 ———————————————— 
Total net assets £26,179,742 100.00% 
 ———————————————— 

 * Including investment liabilities. 

 ** Includes £4,338 of nominals in the LGIM Sterling Liquidity Fund Class 1 which is 
shown as a cash equivalent in the balance sheet of the Fund. 

 † These are unlisted securities and have been valued at the Manager’s best 
assessment of their fair and reasonable value. 

 ^ This is a sub-investment grade security. 

Total purchases for the period: £9,201,286. 

Total sales for the period: £1,339,390. 
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Financial Statements 

Statement of Total Return 
for the period ended 30 April 2017 

 31/10/16 to 05/10/15 to 
 30/04/17 30/04/16* 

  £ £ £ £ 

Income 

 Net capital gains  441,263 197,005     

 Revenue  326,907 95,069 

Expenses  (32,045) (4,046) 

Interest payable and  
similar charges  (222) (54) 
 ———————— ———————— 
Net revenue before taxation  294,640 90,969 

Taxation  (1,020) — 
 ———————— ———————— 
Net revenue 
after taxation for the period  293,620 90,969 
 —————————— —————————— 
Total return  
before distributions  734,883 287,974 

Distributions  (356,341) (87,777) 
 —————————— —————————— 
Change in net assets  
attributable to Unitholders  
from investment activities £378,542 £200,197 
 —————————— —————————— 

Statement of Change in Net Assets attributable to 
Unitholders for the period ended 30 April 2017 

 31/10/16 to 05/10/15 to 
 30/04/17 30/04/16* 

 £ £ £ £ 

Opening net assets 
attributable to Unitholders 17,342,905 — 

Amounts received on 
issue of units 13,638,688 9,500,612 

Amounts paid on  
cancellation of units (5,196,623) (1,563,883) 
 ———————— ———————— 
 8,442,065 7,936,729 

Dilution levy 1,917 6,914 

Change in net assets  
attributable to Unitholders  
from investment activities 378,542 200,197 

Retained distributions on 
accumulation units  14,313 4,754 
 —————————— —————————— 
Closing net assets  
attributable to Unitholders £26,179,742 £8,148,594 
 —————————— —————————— 

 * The Fund launched 5 October 2015. 

The difference between the opening net assets and the comparative 
closing net assets is the movement in the second half of the year. 
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Financial Statements continued 

Balance Sheet as at 30 April 2017 

 30/04/17 30/10/16 

 £ £ 

ASSETS 

Fixed assets: 

Investments 25,515,305 17,166,953 

Current assets: 

Debtors 268,820 222,419 

Cash and bank balances 760,157 248,963 

Cash equivalents 4,338 976,674 
 —————————— —————————— 
Total assets   26,548,620 18,615,009 
 —————————— —————————— 
LIABILITIES   

Investment liabilities (14,420) (95,519)  

Creditors: 

Bank overdrafts (182,013) (26,317)  

Distributions payable (62,671) (96,022) 

Other creditors (109,774) (1,054,246) 
 —————————— —————————— 
Total liabilities   (368,878) (1,272,104) 
 —————————— —————————— 
Net assets attributable  
to Unitholders   £26,179,742 £17,342,905 
 —————————— —————————— 
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Notes to the Financial Statements 

1. Statement of Compliance 
The Financial Statements have been prepared in compliance with 
UK Financial Reporting Standard 102 (FRS 102) and in accordance 
with the Statement of Recommended Practice for UK Authorised 
Funds issued by the Investment Association in May 2014  
(2014 SORP). 

2.  Accounting Policies 
The accounting policies applied are consistent with the most recent 
annual Financial Statements. 

(a) Basis of preparation 
The Financial Statements have been prepared on a going concern 
basis, under the historical cost convention as modified by the 
revaluation of certain assets and liabilities measured at fair value 
through profit or loss.  
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Fund Information  

Net Asset Values and Units in Issue    

   Net Asset 
 Net Asset  Value per  
Class Value (£) Units in Issue Unit (p) 

C-Class 
Distribution Units 21,931,998 40,043,110 54.77 
Accumulation Units 1,045,085 1,829,791 57.11 

D-Class 
Distribution Units 128,850 237,778 54.19 
Accumulation Units 206,479 365,539 56.49 

L-Class 
Distribution Units 2,847,239 5,175,872 55.01 

I-Class 
Distribution Units 945 1,730 54.62 
Accumulation Units 1,101 1,932 56.99 

F-Class 
Distribution Units 16,952 31,803 53.30 
Accumulation Units 1,093 2,000 54.65 

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. 
The price of units and any income from them may go down as 
well as up.  
Exchange rate changes may cause the value of any overseas 
investments to rise or fall. 

Ongoing Charges Figures  

 30 Apr 17 30 Oct 16 

C-Class 0.41% 0.41% 
D-Class 1.01% 1.01% 
L-Class 0.09% 0.09% 
I-Class 0.51% 0.51% 
F-Class 0.65% 0.65% 

The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF) is the ratio of the Fund’s total 
discloseable costs (excluding overdraft interest) and all costs suffered 
through holdings in underlying Collective Investment Schemes, to the 
average net assets of the Fund. 

The OCF is intended to provide a reliable figure which gives the most 
accurate measure of what it costs to invest in a fund and is calculated 
based on the last period’s figures. 
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Fund Information continued 

Distribution Information 
C-Class 
The distribution payable on 29 May 2017 is 0.1359p per unit for 
distribution units and 0.1413p per unit for accumulation units. 

D-Class 
The distribution payable on 29 May 2017 is 0.1345p per unit for 
distribution units and 0.1398p per unit for accumulation units. 

L-Class 
The distribution payable on 29 May 2017 is 0.1364p per unit for 
distribution units. 

I-Class 
The distribution payable on 29 May 2017 is 0.1331p per unit for 
distribution units and 0.1390p per unit for accumulation units. 

F-Class 
The distribution payable on 29 May 2017 is 0.1322p per unit for 
distribution units and 0.1351p per unit for accumulation units. 
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Risk and Reward Profile 

 Lower risk Higher risk 

 Potentially lower rewards Potentially higher rewards 

 

 

• This risk and reward profile is based on historical data which may 
not be a reliable indication of the Fund’s risk and reward category 
in the future.  

• The category is based on the rate at which the Fund and a 
representative mix of the underlying funds have moved up and 
down in the past.  

• This Fund is in category three because it invests, sometimes 
through other funds, in a variety of investments. A mixture of 
higher risk investments and lower risk investments has a balancing 
effect. The result is that this Fund is lower risk than one investing 
only in company shares and higher risk than one investing only in 
investment grade bonds. 

• The Fund’s category is not guaranteed to remain the same and may 
change over time.  

• Even a fund in the lowest category is not a risk free investment. 
  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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General Information  

Constitution 
Launch date: 5 October 2015 

Period end dates for distributions: 30 of each month (28 in February), 
30 October (Final) 

Distribution dates: 29 of each month (27 in February), 
29 November (Final) 

First Accounting Date 30 April 2016 

Minimum initial lump  
sum investment: C-Class* £100,000,000 
 D-Class £500 
 L-Class** £100,000 
 I-Class £1,000,000 
 F-Class† £500 

Valuation point: 3pm 

Fund Management Fee: C-Class* Annual 0.35% 
 D-Class Annual 0.95% 
 L-Class** Annual 0.03% 
 I-Class Annual 0.45% 
 F-Class† Annual 0.59% 

Initial charge: C-Class* Nil 
 D-Class Nil 
 L-Class** Nil 
 I-Class Nil 
 F-Class† Nil 

 * C-Class units are only available to distributors who actively market and 
distribute such units (or whom the manager believes intends to do so) 
and to whom the Manager has confirmed by letter that they meet the 
criteria for investment in such units. 

 ** L-Class is not available to retail customers and is intended only for 
investment by Legal & General group companies.  

 † F-Class units are only available to: 

i) investors who have received advice from authorised intermediaries 
and platforms in relation to their investment in units in the Fund and 

ii) authorised intermediaries or distributers who the Manager 
reasonably considers will adequately bear the costs of marketing to 
and acquiring investors at no or limited cost to the Manager, and to 
whom the Manager has confirmed that such distributer or investor 
meets the criteria for investment in such units. 

Pricing and Dealing 
The prices are published on the internet at 
www.legalandgeneral.com/investments/fund-information/daily-fund-
prices immediately after they become available. 

Dealing in units takes place on a forward pricing basis, from 8:30am to 
6:00pm, Monday to Friday. 
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General Information continued 

Buying and Selling Units  
Units may be bought on any business day from the Manager or through 
a financial adviser by completing an application form or on the internet 
at www.legalandgeneral.com. Units may normally be sold back to the 
Manager on any business day at the bid price calculated at the following 
valuation point. 

ISA Status  
This Fund may be held within this tax advantaged savings arrangement. 
The favourable tax treatment of ISAs may not be maintained. For full 
written information, please contact your usual financial adviser or ring 
0370 050 0955. 

Call charges will vary. We may record and monitor calls. 

Prospectus and Manager’s Reports  
The Manager will send to all persons on the Unitholder Register annual 
and interim short form reports. 

Copies of the Prospectus and the most recent annual or interim reports 
are available free of charge by telephoning 0370 050 0955 or by writing 
to the Manager. 

Do you have difficulty in reading information in print because of a 
disability? If so, we can help. We are able to produce information for 
our clients in large print and braille. If you would like to discuss your 
particular requirements, please contact us on 0370 050 0955. 

Call charges will vary. We may record and monitor calls. 

EU Savings Directive 
The Fund has been reviewed against the requirements of the Directive 
2003/48/EC on Taxation of savings in the form of interest payments 
(ESD), following the HM Revenue & Customs debt investment 
reporting guidance notes. 

Under the Directive, information is collected about the payment of 
distributions to residents in certain other countries and is reported to 
HM Revenue & Customs to be exchanged with Tax authorities in those 
countries. 

The Fund falls within the 25% debt investment reporting threshold. 
This means that details of all distributions and redemption proceeds 
paid to non UK investors will be reported by Legal & General (Unit 
Trust Managers) Limited to HM Revenue & Customs to be exchanged 
with the relevant Tax authorities. 
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General Information continued 

Significant Changes 
Gross Distribution Payments 
We'd like to make you aware of an HM Revenue & Customs ruling 
which became effective from 6 April 2017. Where interest distributions 
were previously paid net, we are required to start paying all interest 
distributions on a gross basis, starting with the 28 April 2017 
distribution payment. Prior to 6 April 2017, interest distributions were 
paid to clients after the deduction of 20% income tax, unless the client 
has completed a gross declaration form. From 6 April 2017, we will not 
deduct tax on any interest distributions and all payments will be made 
gross.     

It will become your responsibility to make any declarations to  
HM Revenue & Customs. If you are in any doubt as to your taxation 
position, please consult a professional adviser. 
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General Information continued 

Authorised Fund Manager 
Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited  
Registered in England and Wales No. 01009418  
Registered office:  
One Coleman Street,  
London EC2R 5AA  
Telephone: 0370 050 3350  
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 

Directors of the Manager  
R. M. Bartley 
A. J. C. Craven 
S. Hynes (appointed 29 June 2016) 
H. Solomon  
S. D. Thomas 
L. W. Toms 
A. R. Toutounchi* 
M. J. Zinkula 

 * Non-executive Director 

Secretary  
J. McCarthy 

Registrar  
Legal & General (Unit Trust Managers) Limited 
P.O. Box 6080, 
Wolverhampton WV1 9RB  
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority  

Dealing:  0370 050 0956 
Enquiries:  0370 050 0955 
Registration:  0370 050 0955 

Call charges will vary. We may record and monitor calls. 

Trustee 
Northern Trust Global Services Limited  
Trustee and Depositary Services 
50 Bank Street,  
Canary Wharf,  
London E14 5NT  
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority 
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General Information continued 

Independent Auditors  
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP  
7 More London Riverside  
London SE1 2RT  

Investment Adviser  
Legal & General Investment Management Limited 
One Coleman Street,  
London EC2R 5AA  
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
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Authorised and regulated by the  
Financial Conduct Authority  
Legal & General 
(Unit Trust Managers) Limited 
Registered in England and Wales No. 01009418 
Registered office: 
One Coleman Street, 
London EC2R 5AA 
www.legalandgeneral.com 


